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QUEBEC’S
MOST
POWERFUL 
TRAD TRIO 
To say that the De Temps Antan is a super-group of 
Québécois folk music is an under-statement. Each 
member was a leader in the massive, multi-platinum 
Québec folk band La Bottine Souriante and have 
toured the world over on some the biggest stages. 
Now they’ve taken the energy they brought to arena 
performances and channeled this into a shockingly 
powerful trio. 

Trad trio’s success has brought them to play more 
than 800 concerts all over the world - including 
during tours in Russia, Europe, Oceania and 
America -.  With their most recent album Ce Monde 
Ici-bas (FELIX Best Traditional Album 2014), the trio 
exhibit the high-energy, hot-fingered playing that 
makes their music both immediately infectious and 
continually engaging over the long haul.

Their interpretations of the music of Québec are as 
much informed by their world travels as by their 
fieldwork and family ties. Their music is explosive 
and they put out as much sound and energy as a 
much larger band. Their sound is anchored by the 
“tac-tic-a tac” (a form of seated clogging found only 
in French Canada), the brash accordion playing of 
Pierre-Luc Dupuis, the blazing fiddle of David 
Boulanger and the pristine voice and exquisite guitar 
accompaniment of Éric Beaudry. 

“If you could remain seated during 

their performance you were either 

dead-drunk or dead.”  

- folkwords

“ Fabulous! Such power and drive, 

yet every nuance of every note is high-

lighted - even when they are playing 

those crooked reels at hyper-speed! 

De temps antan are definitely the most 

powerful and exciting québécois band 

we've heard in a long time. 

Maybe all time.”  

- vancouver’s

 rogue folk club

“Driven by the relentless foot percussion, 

this set of tunes rocks!             
              

 ”  

 - R2 magazine
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CONTACTS
BOOKING

USA & CANADA 
FLI ARTISTS 
fliartists.com
+1 310 451-0767

UK 
STRADA MUSIC 
stradamusic.com
+ 44 13 77 21 99 03

MANAGEMENT & BOOKING
WORLD
La Compagnie du Nord
info@ciedunord.com
ciedunord.com
1-450-909-0940

BELGIUM
Loecker agency  
loecker@skynet.be
+32 485 49 48 72

FRANCE
La Lune dans les pieds 
lalunedanslespieds.com
+ 01 41 74 00 38

MAISON DE DISQUE
L-A be  
l-abe.com
438-380-0536
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and they put out as much sound and energy as a 
much larger band. Their sound is anchored by the 
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ALSO
AVAILABLE
Educational & School 

workshops

SOLO! Special tour
with Le Vent du Nord 

ON THE ROAD
The power trio offers a dynamic performance! 
In a festive and friendly atmosphere, three 
multi-instrumentalists deliver energetic 
interpretations of songs and melodies 
from Québec. They are just three, but 
we nevertheless believe hear six. Indeed, 
in an explosion of fiddle, accordion, 
harmonica guitar, bouzouki and foot tapping, 
this powerful acoustic trio puts us eyeful 
and ears.  

ÉRIC BEAUDRY
vocals
guitar
bouzouki
foot tapping

DAVID BOULANGER
fiddle
vocals

PIERRE-LUC DUPUIS
vocals
accordion
harmonica
jaw harp

NEW CD UPCOMING 
NOVEMBER 3 2017

(VINYL AVAILABLE) 

CONSOLEZ-VOUS
LABECD-2029 (2017) “ Finesse, energy and happy  

tunes propel Quebec’s unique 
new traditional SUPERGROUP ”,  

--  PENGUIN EGGS


